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IS THERE
    ANYBODY
THERE?

Driverless trucks are heading 
our way. Can they revolutionise 
supply chain security?



welcome2 CHAIRMAN’S VIEW

Our lead editorial takes a look at the progress 
of driverless trucks, which one day will o�er 
the potential for signi�cant advancements in 
supply chain security. As we know, the majority 
of cargo crimes occur when trucks have to stop 
but new technologies o�er the opportunity 
to eliminate truck stops as goods move from 
manufacturer to consumer.

Of course, it’s not quite as simple as that right 
now but it is an achievable goal on major national 
and international highways crossing Europe and 
it increasingly has the backing of governments, 
truck manufacturers and technology providers. 
As our article shows, considerable progress has 
been made in this area and a series of 
successful trials have already been completed 
both in Europe and the U.S. 

In future issues of our newsletter we will invite 
your thoughts on the prospects for driverless 
trucks from a supply chain security perspective. 
And, we’ll be looking at other technology-based 
solutions, notably 3D printing and the use of 
drones for customer deliveries. All around us, 
technology is changing and enhancing our lives 
and, all the time, people and companies are 
pushing the boundaries of what is possible.

You will also see Werner Cooreman’s Eye-on-Tech 
report from this month’s Ifsec security exhibition 
in London and read about some of the 
technology-based innovations he witnessed 
during his visit to the event. Once again, it shows 
that companies all over the world have new 
security products available and this can only 
increase the number of crime prevention 
solutions at our disposal. 

MAKING TECHNOLOGY WORK FOR US

‘TAPA, too, is delivering technology-based benefits for our members. 
Our latest solution is the TAPA Certification On-line Tool that goes 
‘live’ on 1 July 2016. Like every good piece of technology its aim is to 
make your lives easier as you complete the requirements for our FSR 
and TSR Standards.‘ 

TAPA, too, is delivering technology-based bene�ts 
for our members. Our latest solution is the TAPA 
Certi�cation On-line Tool that goes ‘live’ on 1 July 
2016. Like every good piece of technology its 
aim is to make your lives easier as you complete 
the requirements for our FSR and TSR Standards. 
We are starting with self-certi�cation only but 
our ultimate intention is for the tool to automate 
all levels of our Security Standards’ certi�cation 
processes. We look forward to receiving some 
feedback from members that use the tool over 
the next 2-3 months.

May 2016 saw another high volume of new cargo 
crimes reported to TAPA’s Incident Information 
Service (IIS), another of the technology solutions 
we provide to help members manage risk in 
their supply chains. I believe the increased 
level of reporting we have seen in the �rst �ve 
months of 2016 is a clear indication that more 
law enforcement agencies and companies are 
willing to share cargo crime data with TAPA. I 
hope this continues over the rest of 2016 because 
it will enable us all to have an even better 
understanding of what is happening when goods 
in supply chains are targeted by criminals.

I also want to draw your attention to two events 
coming up. In July, TAPA members are invited 
to participate in a special conference in 
Johannesburg looking at cargo crime in South 
Africa. If you do business there, you should make 
sure you send a representative along because 
every piece of intelligence you can gain will be 
valuable. This event is free for TAPA members. 
 Registration is also now open for TAPA EMEA’s  
November conference in Noordwijk in the 
Netherlands. If you plan to attend, please register  
as early as possible as this really helps with our 
event planning. 

Since the last issue of Vigilant, the big change in 
Europe, of course, has been the UK voting to leave 
the EU. In the July issue of Vigilant we’ll be asking 
some of our members what impact this may have 
on supply chain security across Europe.    

Thorsten Neumann 
Chairman

Technology is a common theme running 
through this issue of Vigilant.
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SPECIAL REPORT: Eye-on-Tech @ Protection & Management (P&M) 2016 – June 21-23, London

EYE ON TECH

Werner 
Cooreman

By any standard, the key numbers for P&M 2016 
were impressive:

  45,000 visitors for the IfSec, Firex, Safety, 
Services and Facility shows in the series 

 Over 50,000 products on show

  Over 1,200 suppliers, of which 40% were new 
to P&M

 Over 400 industry seminars

While P&M covers a few domains, Security was 
still the largest focus at this third annual  
gathering at London ExCel, with cutting-edge 
security technology across di�erent product 
areas on display.

IfSec Product Areas
Across the massive southern ExCel hall, seven 
product areas were waiting for the interested 
visitor to come and see, experience, learn and, 
maybe, buy from:

  Video Surveillance (around 70% of the 
products on show)

 Intruder detection

 Access control

 Integrated security

 IT & cyber security

 Physical and perimeter protection

 Home automation

Equally interesting was the presence of several 
professional development and training 
organisations, with many career enhancing 
pathways on show.

Security Highlights
Integration is clearly no longer just a buzzword 
in security. Hundreds of new products were 
displayed, nearly all equipped for usage on IP-
networks. Full integration across di�erent systems 
allows users to maintain on PSIM’s (physical 
security information management). New? No, but 
getting so much more e�cient, in my opinion. 

Besides integration, software has become the 
engine to drive security tech development. 
Increasing intelligence applied to CCTV images  
unlock endless possibilities for users. With 4K 
becoming the new standard, this opens a world 
of possibilities.

This development, of course, also requires 
robust cyber protection measures, for which also 
suppliers were available. Long gone are the days 
IfSec was only about physical security!

Even ‘The Internet-of-Things’ came into view, and 
was debated, highlighting that our increasingly 
connected world o�ers new opportunities as 
well as challenges.

Supply Chain Security
Whilst no particular security domains were 
focused on, there were solutions for everyone. 
Some of the interesting ones for Supply Chain 
Security (out of many more):

  RoboVision, a start-up with a focus on video 
analytics, displayed a parcel tracking solution

  Optex, a sensor manufacturer, with tailgating 
detection sensors

  Yuneec, a global drone/UAV leader, including 
IR cameras on its platforms with HD-downlinks 
that can be integrated with intrusion detection 
(funnily enough, the German company 
Dedrone o�ered drone-detection solutions 
just next door)

  ICAR Vision Systems, from China, with vehicle-
based CCTV platforms

  Navisat, RFID GPS solutions for vehicles 
and cargo

  SICK LaserGuardian, an active IR beam that 
is capable of indicating the exact location 
of intrusion

Other interesting ideas I spotted included:

  Vehicle-based mist generators (a kind of 
mobile Bandit-system) to make it di�cult to 
select the high-value items from a lorry or van

  Padlocks operated with programmable keys, 
providing a high mechanical protection in 
combination with digital management

Conclusions
For the techies amongst us, IfSec keeps its 
position as the place in Europe to scout 
security technology and stay abreast of the 
ever-changing product landscape. 

You can continue to source useful 
information from the event website –  
www.ifsec.co.uk 

Please note that none of the items covered in this 
section are endorsed by TAPA.

www.ifsec.co.uk
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WHAT DO
       YOU SEE IN
THE FUTURE?  

Over the rest of 2106, 
Vigilant will be looking 
at the progress of some 
of the new technologies 
being used to develop 
solutions such as 3D 
printing and commercial 
drones.
We’ll be looking at what’s being 
reported in the media, the potential 
impact of such technological 
advancements, and what’s ahead. In 
upcoming issues, we’ll also be asking 
TAPA EMEA members to share their 
thoughts on what these changes to 
the way consumers receive products 
may have on the future of supply 
chain security. In this issue, we take a 
look at driverless trucks.

DRIVERLESS TRUCKS
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5 DRIVERLESS TRUCKS

IS THERE 
ANYBODY THERE? 

Anyone who keeps track of these things will 
already know we’re not talking about some 
outlandish sci-� scenario here. Driverless 
trucks are on our roads today. 

In April, Eric Jonnaert, president of the umbrella 
body representing truck manufacturers 
DAF, Daimler, Iveco, MAN, Scania and Volvo, 
con�rmed six convoys of two or three trucks 
each successfully completed a dry run to the 
Port of Rotterdam. They had travelled from as 
far a�eld as Sweden, Germany, and Belgium. 
The longest distance was covered by three 
Scania trucks from Stockholm, which travelled 
across the 10-mile Oresund Bridge and tunnel to 
Denmark before heading south to Germany and 
onto the Netherlands. The German car maker, 
Daimler, meanwhile, �tted its ‘highway pilot’ 
system to a standard Mercedes-Benz Actros 
truck last year and trialled its self-driving truck 
under real tra�c conditions on the German 
autobahn. Since then, the ‘highway pilot’ has 
been driven on 20,000km of test routes in 
Germany and the U.S. In the UK, a government-
backed trial is expected to be conducted in the 
UK this year on a stretch of the M6 motorway.  

There’s still a journey to travel, not least to gain 
all of the necessary regulatory approvals, but 
as the trucks pulled into the Dutch port, the 
potential for driverless trucks may well have had 
company �eet managers, HR departments and 
�nancial directors salivating.

Let’s start with one of the biggest challenges 
for the transport industry; the lack of quali�ed 
HGV drivers as well as no evidence to suggest 
that there’s a new generation tempted by a 
career behind the steering wheel. In the UK 
alone, the Freight Transport Association says 
there is already a shortage of 45,000 HGV 
drivers. A similar picture can be found in other 
parts of Europe and in the U.S. Truck drivers are 
an ageing population and while for some this 
sudden rise in popularity and demand may 
help to boost their pension pots, the outlook 

for businesseses that rely on drivers to transport 
their goods and to keep the cash tills ringing is 
bleak. Or is it?

Driverless trucks will solve the headcount 
problem in one go, won’t they? Certainly not in 
the short-term but with the pace of technological 
progress, surely it’s a case of ‘when’ and not ‘if’.

While the wider media is tending to focus on the 
subject of driverless cars, in May this attention 
was overtaken when a group of ex Google, 
Apple and Tesla employees launched Otto, a 
self-funded start-up that has plans to convert 
commercials trucks into self-drive vehicles. 
Reports on the BBC, CNBC and in the New York 
Times and other media stated that instead of 
building vehicles from scratch, Otto will produce 
kits that can be �tted to existing truck �eets.  

'In April, convoys of two or three trucks each successfully 
completed a dry run to the Port of Rotterdam. They had travelled 
from as far afield as Sweden, Germany, and Belgium.'

Like all technological breakthroughs, the topic of driverless 
trucks is an emotive subject but once we become convinced of 
their safety, the economic and environmental cases make their 
use compelling.
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IS THERE ANYBODY THERE?: Continued from page 5

Reports state that the Otto kit will include 
cameras, radar and lidar surveying sensors 
which will enable a truck to stay safely within 
a lane, maintain a set speed and slow or stop 
when required. According to online media 
in the U.S., Otto has already �tted its kit to 
a small �eet of trucks and driven ‘a handful 
of fully autonomous miles – without even a 
safety driver – on the highways of Nevada’.

What’s more, one report that includes 
comments from one of Otto’s co-founders 
says its aftermarket self-driving kit is likely to 
go on the market at a “small fraction” of the 
$100,000-$300,000 price of a new tractor cab.

Otto only works on highways but as its 
co-founder is quick to point out, there are 
222,000 miles of highway in the U.S. There 
are also some 4.3 million trucks carrying 14 
billion tons a year or 70% of all cargo in the 
U.S. so there’s a huge market to go after. They 
say they plan to demonstrate a cargo route 
in the near future to show their solution is 
commercially viable.

OK, so as the story goes so far, you don’t have 
to worry about driver shortages, you may not 
have to buy new trucks, and you can forget 
all about the other considerations that come 
when you put a human being in a truck, such 
as rest breaks, parking, fuel stops etc. Sounds 
good, doesn’t it.

Not to spoil the party, it is best at this point 
to mention ‘truck platooning’ because right 
now it’s more in our headlights than a totally 
autonomous truck. Fear not, however, 
because it is still a big step forward.

So, what is ‘truck platooning’? The best 
description arguably comes from the  
www.eutruckplatooning.com  website,  
which states: 

‘Truck Platooning comprises a number of 
trucks equipped with state-of-the-art driving 
support systems – one closely following 
the other. This forms a platoon with the 
trucks driven by smart technology, and 
mutually communicating. Truck platooning 
is innovative and full of promise and 
potential for the transport sector. With the 
following trucks braking immediately, with 
zero reaction time, platooning can improve 
tra�c safety. Platooning is also a cost-
saver as the trucks drive close together at 
a constant speed. This means lower fuel 
consumption and less CO2 emissions. And, 
lastly, platooning e�ciently boosts tra�c 
�ows thereby reducing tail-backs. Meanwhile 
the short distance between vehicles means 
less space taken up on the road. At the same 
time the impact of truck platooning goes 
far beyond the transport sector. Automated 
driving and smart mobility also o�er realistic 
chances to optimise the labour market, 
logistics and industry.’

There is no doubt that ‘platooning’ is the next 
step to automated driving. Although it still 
requires drivers who, by law, have to keep 
their hands on the wheel, handing over some 
of the work to the truck’s onboard systems 
will bring about a range of bene�ts, not least 
a potential 10% fuel saving for the following 
trucks. 

Bloomberg’s report says manufacturers 
expect ‘platooning’ to start taking o� 
in 2020, helped by the fact that a high 
percentage of trucks built in recent years 
are already equipped with sensors that 
alert drivers when they drift out of their 
lane or get too close to another vehicle. 
Vehicle manufacturers, it states, say adding 
automated steering and braking ‘wouldn’t 
be complicated’. The article quotes a logistics 
professor at Delft University of technology in 
the Netherlands who says ‘half the European 
�eet of big rigs (750,000 trucks) could be 
platoon-ready by 2025’. 

Of course there are hazards and road 
blocks still to negotiate before the ultimate 
bene�ts of this new technology can be 
realised. Legislation needs to be in place 
and standardised across borders. On- and 
o�-ramps will need to be created to allow 
drivers to bring trucks to highways where 
their autopilots can take over. Dedicated 
lanes would also be a good idea. And, it will 
work better in some countries that have long 
uninterrupted stretches of highway. 

A report last summer by consulting �rm 
Frost & Sullivan stated that the prospect of 
‘no driver in the cab’ Level 4 automation is 
still ‘way out there’, projecting only 300 such 
trucks on public highways by 2035. What 
eventually happens remains to be seen; 
the road ahead may have twists and turns 
but with governments and manufacturers 
recognising the many long-term bene�ts 
from truck automation, don’t expect any 
U-Turns. 

By now, even if you’re not a believer, as a 
supply chain security professional you surely 
can’t ignore the prospect of a world where 
trucks can literally just keep moving 24 
hours a day. With 85.7% of all cargo crimes 
recorded by TAPA EMEA’s IIS in 2015 involving 
trucks and over 60% occurring in either 
unsecured or secured parking locations, it 
certainly makes you think that ‘platooning’ 
and, one day in the future, driverless trucks 
could be the best thing to ever happen to 
supply chain security.  

'Bloomberg’s report says manufacturers expect ‘platooning’ to start taking off in 
2020, helped by the fact that a high percentage of trucks built in recent years are 
already equipped with sensors that alert drivers when they drift out of their lane 
or get too close to another vehicle.'

Truck 'platooning' could result in 10% fuel savings 
for the 'following' trucks, reports suggest.

Half the European �eet - some 750,000 trucks - 
could be 'platoon-ready' by 2025, one expert says.

'Autonomous miles' tests have already 
been carried out in Nevada.

DRIVERLESS TRUCKS
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LATEST FSR, TSR AND TACSS 
SECURITY CERTIFICATIONS

In each issue of this 
newsletter, we publish a list 
of the TAPA EMEA members 
that have most recently 
gained TAPA FSR, TSR or 
TACSS certification. 

The following companies and 
locations were audited by one of 
TAPA EMEA’s approved auditing 
partners or, in the case of Class ‘C’ 
or Level 3 certi�cation, may have 
been completed by an in-house 
TAPA-trained person.

FSR Company Name Country City Class
FSR Agility Magyarország Logisztikai és Szállítmányozási Kft HU Vecsés A
FSR DHL Estonia AS EE Tallinn A
FSR DPDgroup UK Ltd GB Exeter C
FSR Gebrüder Weiss LLC GE Tbilisi B
FSR Gebrüder Weiss spol. S.r.o. CZ Jenec C 
FSR Kuehne + Nagel spol. s.r.o. CZ Prague A
FSR Kuehne Nagel Ltd GB Birmingham A
FSR LUMILEDS Poland Spółka Akcyjna PL Pabianice B
FSR TNT Express  KW Shuwaikh A
FSR TNT Express GmbH DE Langenhangen A
FSR TNT Romania SRL RO Otopeni A
TSR Company Name Country Category
TSR Alha-Air Lines Handling Agents SpA IT Category Small / Level 1

certification@tapaemea.org
Email the TAPA EMEA Standards Team and we’ll contact you to offer support and advice – 

ARE YOU READY TO CERTIFY AND STAND OUT? IF YOU ARE, WE’RE READY TO HELP YOU.  

WELCOME OUR 
LATEST MEMBERS
Please join us in welcoming the latest 
companies to join TAPA EMEA:

Company Country

Solvay BE

www.solvay.com

SEE IT 
SEND IT
Over 50% of the intelligence 
gathered by TAPA’s Incident 
Information Service (IIS) is 
generated from media reports.

TAPA INTELLIGENCE DRIVES  
A SECURE SUPPLY CHAIN

If you see a reported cargo crime incident, just take a  
second and send the news link to iis@tapaemea.com

mailto:iis%40tapaemea.com?subject=
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This is the �rst phase of an automation process that will ultimately be adopted for all TAPA 
Security Standards. The new solution has been created for TAPA by BSI and will eliminate the 
previous manual processes involved in certi�cation, making it quicker and easier for members 
completing the TAPA Facility Security Requirements (FSR) and Trucking Security Requirements 
(TSR) Standards.

Phase 1, e�ective 1 July 2016, covers  
self-certi�cation and is applicable to the 2014 
versions of FSR Level C and TSR Level 3. 

Members that plan to apply for and complete 
the self-certi�cation programme for FSR or 
TSR must now begin by completing the online 
submission. They will then receive an invitation 

email from TAPA to create an account as well 
as the assessment link. Once a member has 
created an account, they can login at any time. 

A ‘User Guide’ providing step-by-step 
information on how to use the new tool is 
available of the TAPA EMEA website.

DON’T FORGET – TAPA FSR & TSR 
SELF-CERTIFICATION GOES ONLINE 1 JULY
TAPA EMEA members are reminded that the new TAPA 

 Certi�cation On-line Tool goes ‘live’ on 1 July.
TAPA – SETTING THE 
STANDARD IN SUPPLY 
CHAIN SECURITY
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The growing challenges facing businesses 
moving goods in South Africa will be 
debated at a special one-day conference 
on 27 July at the Emperors Palace Hotel in 
Gauteng entitled ‘A Regional Perspective on 
Cargo Crime: Challenges faced by authorities 
and advancements made in the crime 
prevention and detection’.

Delegates attending the event will hear 
presentations by specialists including:

•  Roger Truebody, Senior Manager Cyber 
Risk & Resilience at Deloitte

•  Nico Snyman, International Risk 
Management Consultant

• Dr Johan Burger, Senior Researcher ISS

•  A spokesmen from the HAWKS and 
Forensic Division of the South African 
Police Service 

This event is free of charge to TAPA members. 
The cost for non-members is R1200 per person, 
inclusive of refreshments and lunch. 

In 2015, IIS recorded only 38 cargo crimes 
in South Africa. However, the intelligence 
provided underlined the typical characteristics 
of freight thefts seen across the country and, 
most typically, in Gauteng province. Over 
63% of cargo crimes reported to IIS last year 
were Hijackings, 57.9% occurred while trucks 
carrying high value, theft attractive goods 
were En Route, and 47.4% involved Violence 
and Threat with Violence.

A high percentage of criminal activity 
continues to target last-mile delivery vans. 
2015 data also showed a series of individual 
incidents with high losses, including: 

• A shipment of phones valued at €650,000

• Computers/laptops valued at €526,008

•  €265,000 of clothing & footwear, cosmetics 
& hygiene, computers/laptops and phones

• Food & drink products worth €166,591

• Smartphones valued at €148,000

The average loss for cargo crimes in South 
Africa reported to TAPA’s IIS in 2015 was 
€201,423, based on the 34.5% of incidents 
that recorded a value. In Q1 2016, IIS was 
noti�ed of 11 new cargo crimes, nine of which 
were Hijackings.

To book a place at the conference, please 
contact Megan Storrier at  
megan.storrier@sgs.com 
or Andre Du Venage at  
andre.duvenage@securelogistics.co.za

In 2015, over 63% of cargo crimes reported to IIS were Hijackings, 57.9% 
occurred while trucks carrying high value, theft attractive goods were En 
Route, and 47.4% involved Violence and Threat with Violence.

BUSINESS LEADERS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES TO PARTICIPATE IN JULY CONFERENCE 
ON CARGO CRIME IN SOUTH AFRICA

South Africa remains one of the main hotspots for cargo crime in the 
EMEA region, even though the reporting of incidents to the Association’s 
Incident Information Service (IIS) remains at a relatively low level  
compared to the number of incidents believed to be taking place.

mailto:megan.storrier%40sgs.com%20%20?subject=
mailto:andre.duvenage%40securelogistics.co.za?subject=
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CARGO CRIME MONITOR
CARGO 
THEFT BY 
COUNTRY
MAY 2016

2

1

1

8

19

20

1

1

2

3

72

31

France - 2 (1.2%)

Spain - 1 (0.6%)

Switzerland - 1 (0.6%)

Italy- 8 (4.8%)

Germany - 19 (11.4%) 

Sweden - 20 (12.1%)

Poland - 1 (0.6%)

Denmark - 1 (0.6%)

Austria - 2 (1.2%)

Russia - 3 (1.8%)

UK – 72 (43.4%)

Netherlands- 31 (18.7%)

€53,050
AVERAGE LOSS VALUE 

LAST MONTH

7 
CRIMES CLASSIFIED AS  

‘MAJOR’ INCIDENTS 
WITH LOSSES IN  

EXCESS OF €100,000

BIGGEST LOSS:

€600,000
THEFT OF CASH 

IN A HIJACKING IN 
RIMINI, ITALY.

166 
NEW CARGO THEFT 

INCIDENTS RECORDED 
DURING THIS MONTH

Number of incidents in month

4

1

 South Africa - 4 (2.4%).

UAE - 1 (0.6%)

CARGO THEFT INCIDENTS BY PRODUCT

DATA FOR MAY 2016

JUNE 2016

PHONES

4 (2.4%)
TYRES

4 (2.4%)
COMPUTERS / 

LAPTOPS

4 (2.4%)
PHARMACEUTICALS

3 (1.8%)
SPORTS EQUIPMENT 

 2 (1.2%)
CAR PARTS

2 (1.2%)
CASH

1 (0.6%)
BICYCLES

1 (0.6%)
AGRICULTURAL 

MATERIALS

1 (0.6%)
JEWELLERY /  

PRECIOUS METALS 

1 (0.6%)

UNSPECIFIED

43 (25.9%)
FOOD & DRINK 

24 (14.5%)
NO LOAD

16 (9.6%)
FURNITURE / HOUSE-
HOLD APPLIANCES

14 (8.4%)
MISCELLANEOUS

12 (7.2%)
COSMETICS & 

HYGIENE

9 (5.5%)
CLOTHING &  
FOOTWEAR

 9 (5.5%)
TOOLS / BUILDING 

MATERIALS

6 (3.6%)
TOBACCO

5 (3.0%)
METAL    

5 (3.0%)
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TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) 
recorded 166 new cargo crimes in EMEA 
in May 2016, a 137% increase over the 
70 incidents reported in Vigilant for the 
same month a year ago. There was also a 
signi�cant increase in the number of crimes 
providing a loss value last month with 
�nancial data provided in 82 or 49.4% of 
cases and producing a total loss for all crimes 
with a value of €4,350,159.

Seven crimes in May 2016 gave a loss value 
of more than €100,000. Overall, based on all 
crimes with a recorded value, the average loss 
for the month was €53,050.

The United Kingdom headed a list of 14 
countries in the EMEA region impacted by 
cargo crimes during the month, accounting for 
72 or 43.4% of all incidents. Most occurred in 
the counties of Essex and Northamptonshire. 
A further 31 or 18.7% of May’s crimes were 

reported as taking place in the Netherlands, 
while Sweden was the third highest ranked 
country for supply chain thefts with 20 or 
12.1%, closely followed by Germany with 19 
or 11.4% of incidents. Collectively, the top 
four countries for cargo crimes last month 
represented 85.6% of all new reports to IIS.

The highest value loss captured by IIS in 
May, however, occurred in Italy, involving the 
forced stop and hijacking of a truck carrying 
€600,000 of cash en route to Rimini on the 
Adriatic coast. O�enders in di�erent vehicles 
overtook the armoured truck before using 
three cars, which they set on �re, to block the 
road a few kilometres further on. The driver of 
the truck was threatened with an automatic 
weapon after being forced to stop. 

In Odense, Denmark’s third largest city, a trailer 
loaded with 30-tons of steel sheets was stolen 
in a deceptive pick-up from an industrial 

49.4% OF MAY’S 166 NEWLY-REPORTED CARGO CRIMES 
PROVIDE A LOSS VALUE, TOTALLING €4,350,159

area. Four days later, 85% of the cargo was 
recovered by police from a scrap yard in the 
Polish city of Szczecin near the Baltic Sea. 

Sweden’s position as having the third highest 
recorded incident rate in May re�ects the 
growth in the reporting of cargo crimes in 
the country in 2016. IIS has now received 
noti�cations of 65 freight loss incidents in 
Sweden in the �rst �ve months of this year, 
compared to 33 for the whole of 2015 and 24 
in 2014. This included the loss of a truck, trailer 
and an empty 40-foot container on 23 May 
valued at €173,348 in Gothenburg.

The other major losses in May were:

•  The theft of a parked courier vehicle at an 
Aviation Transportation Facility in Omsk, 
Russia, and jewellery worth €200,000; 

•  A theft of a specially-equipped truck and a 
concrete pump from an industrial facility 
in Liguria in the north west of Italy. The 
reported loss value was €200,000;

•  The loss of €105,000 of meat from a trailer 
in St. Petersburg, Russia. In this incident, 
the driver reportedly picked up the 27 tons 
of pork from the city’s port at 03:15hrs. 
Shortly afterwards the truck was blocked 
by another vehicle and three men carrying 
weapons subjected the driver to a violent 
attack before forcing him into the boot of 
a car. The men drove o� in the truck and 
trailer before releasing the driver.

•  A theft of tools valued at €104,688 from a 
Services 3rd Party Facility in Oxford, UK.

'IIS has now received notifications of 65 freight loss incidents in 
Sweden in the first five months of this year, compared to 33 for the 
whole of 2015 and 24 in 2014.'

65 cargo crimes in Sweden have been reported 
to IIS in the �rst �ve months of 2016. 

Most cargo crimes in May were reported in the United Kingdom, 
which accounted for 72 or 43.4% of the month's total. 



49.4% of May’s 166 newly-reported cargo crimes provided a loss value, totalling €4,350,159: Continued from page 11

There were a further 20 crimes in 
May involving losses of between 
€50,000-€100,000:

•  €90,000 of bicycles 
stolen from a 
Services 3rd Party 
Facility in Freiburg, 
Germany 

•  €80,000 theft of 
a truck from a 
service station in 
Plock, Poland

•  €77,513 theft of 
cosmetics from a 
trailer in Essex, UK

•  €77,513 loss of rum after the 
side of a truck was cut open in 
Kettering, Northamptonshire 

•  €76,221 of cosmetics stolen 
overnight from a truck parked 

in Basildon, Essex, UK

•    €75,000 crime involving 
the theft of 244 boxes 
of vacuum cleaners in 
Germany. Four o�enders 
from Poland were 
arrested by police who 

saw them transferring 
the boxes to another 
truck in a parking 
lot in Temnitz, 
Brandenburg

•    €65,000 
shipment of 
phones en route 
in Jönköping, 
Sweden

•  €64,594 of garden equipment 
taken from a vehicle in 

Nottinghamshire, UK, after 
thieves cut open the curtain 
side of the trailer at an 
unsecured parking location 

•  €64,594 theft of shoes after 
the curtain side of a truck was 
cut overnight on the A14 in 
Levington, UK

• €64,414 of electronic 
products stolen from a 
vehicle close to junction 
15A of the M1 motorway in 

Rothersthorpe, UK 

•  €60,000 of automotive 
lubricants after a truck hijacking 
in Gauteng, Johannesburg. 
Police are still searching for the 
missing driver 

•  €60,000 truck theft from an 
unsecured parking location in 
Rothenstein, Saale-Holzland-
Kreis, Germany

•  €54,171 shipment of 29 
mowers from a locked trailer in 
Jönköping, Sweden 

•  €51,675 loss from a trailer after 
a curtain cutting incident in 
Kettering, Northamptonshire. 
No product details were 
recorded  

•  €51,675 theft of tyres from 
a trailer in Basildon, Essex, 
following another curtain-
cutting incident  

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13 >
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Secured Parking – 9

Destination Facility – 2

Authorised 3rd Party Facility – 1
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Unknown – 45
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Services 3rd Party Facility – 10

En Route – 10

TYPE OF  
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Number of incidents
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Aviation Transportation Facility – 1

Road Transportation Facility – 1
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Unknown – 42 Internal – 1

TYPE OF
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Violent & Threat with Violence – 5 Theft from moving vehicle – 1

Forced Stop – 2
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•  €51,675 of sports equipment 
stolen from a trailer 
parked along the M1 in 
Northamptonshire, UK. Another 
curtain cutting crime

•  €51,531 loss of electrical 
products after thieves cut open 
the side of a semi-trailer parked 
overnight in Rothersthorpe, 
Northamptonshire, near the 
southbound section of the M1 
Junction 15A 

•  €50,000 of packed food 
products in Barletta, Puglia, 
Italy. Police later arrested a man 
found to be transferring the 
products into a car 

•  €50,000 shipment of copper 
stolen in the early hours of 
the morning from a facility in 
Pontedera, an industrial town in 
Italy. Thieves, who disabled the 
security cameras and rammed 
the property’s gates in a stolen 
truck, are believed to have had 
knowledge of the facility

•  €50,000 theft of agricultural 
pesticides and fertilisers from a 
facility in Lazio, Italy. The thieves 
replaced the broken locks to 
disguise the crime, which was 
only discovered the following 
day when sta� were unable to 
gain access to the building.   

Of all of the stolen products in May that stated a product category, Food & Drink 
was involved in the highest number of losses, 24 or 14.5% of the month’s crimes. 
Furniture & Household Appliances was the only other product category to see 
double-�gure losses last month with a total of 14 or 8.4%. Goods were reported 
stolen in 17 di�erent IIS product categories. In over 33% of new crimes in May 
the products stolen were classi�ed as miscellaneous or unspeci�ed. In a further 
16 or 9.6% of incidents, no load was being carried at the time of the crime.

Theft from Vehicle with 57 or 34.4% and Theft from Trailer with 54 (32.6%) 
dominated the types of incident data in May. There were 15 crimes involving  
Theft of Vehicle and 10 cases of Theft from Facility. The full list can be seen 
in the pie chart in this report. 

Unsecured Parking locations continue to be the main hotspots for freight thefts, 
accounting for 63 or 38% of the May 2016 total. Intrusion was by far the most 
recorded M.O. last month, featuring in 114 or 68.7% of the reported incidents. 
Again, the full listings for types of location and M.O. for May can be found in the 
pie charts, while TAPA EMEA members can source more detailed information in the 
password-protected Incident Information Service (IIS) database.

'Unsecured Parking locations continue to be the main hotspots for freight thefts, accounting 
for 63 or 38% of the May 2016 total. Intrusion was by far the most recorded M.O. last month, 
featuring in 114 or 68.7% of reported incidents.'

Food & Drink was the product category 
with most incidents in May.

Most incidents in May occurred at 
unsecured parking locations.   

Theft of Trailer – 6

Theft – 4

Theft from Container – 3

Clandestine – 1

Theft from Vehicle – 57 

Theft from Trailer – 54

Theft of Vehicle – 15

Theft from Facility – 10

Truck Theft – 8

TYPE OF  
INCIDENTS 

May 2016

0.6%1.8%

34.4%

32.6%

9.0%

4.8%

4.2%

3.6%

Number of incidents

Theft of Container – 1

6.0%

Hijacking – 7

2.4%
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Cargo crime in Canada is  
‘a nightmare for trucking’ 
The EMEA region is not alone in trying to obtain 
su�cient data on cargo crime. 

Delegates attending the British Columbia 
Trucking Association’s AGM heard that crime has 
‘ballooned into a $5 billion per year nightmare for 
trucking’ but the lack of a central and standardised 
reporting system means many freight thefts go 
unreported or are put into more general crime 
categories of breaking and entering, auto theft, or 
theft over $5,000, the conference was told.         

Although some data is available, it fails to identify 
the scale of the problem. In 2015, Canadian law 
enforcement agencies made 27 arrests in relation 
to cargo theft, which led to a total of 116 charges. 
To date in 2016, the corresponding �gures are  
11 and 46. 

 
Prison sentences for cargo 
crime gang responsible for 
$1.5m thefts of beer, cheese 
and auto parts
Prison sentences have been handed 
out to seven men found guilty of 
committing a series of cargo thefts in 
the U.S. with a combined loss value of 
$1.5 million.

The gang targeted tractor-trailer 
units and stole everything from 
beer to mozzarella cheese to auto 
parts, the court heard. They focused 
their criminal activity in locations 
around New Jersey, New York and 
Pennsylvania.

The stolen goods reportedly included 
$120,000 worth of catalytic converters, 
$190,000 worth of Moroccan oil hair 
and body products, and $152,000 
worth of �sh oil capsules.

“Organised criminal syndicates are 
drawn to cargo theft because of 
the huge illicit pro�ts that can be 
generated,” said Elie Honig of the 
Division of Criminal Justice in a press 
release. One of the men jailed owned 
a warehouse and fenced goods for 
the crime ring by either buying them 
himself or �nding a buyer. 

‘Huge secondhand market’ 
for truck parts fuelling vehicle 
hijacks in Chennai
Police in Chennai have arrested a seven-
man gang that allegedly hijacked a 
container truck carrying pharmaceuticals 
to the city’s port. 

The truck and the cargo stolen on 27 May 
were recovered from Keezhanur village in 
the Tiruvallur district. One of the suspects 
was found to have previously been 
involved in similar robberies. He would also 
sell stolen trucks on the ‘huge secondhand 
market’ for lorry spare parts and engines. 
One police o�cer stated that the market for 
truck parts and the potential to earn quick 
and easy money was a major contributing 
factor in thieves hijacking vehicles. 

The global market for cargo tracking 
technologies, as companies try to combat 
freight crime, could be worth $5.6 billion 
by 2021, according to industry analysts, ABI 
Research, rising from the projected value of 
$3.6 billion in 2016.  

Media reports state the growth will be driven 
by the e�ectiveness of such technologies in 
helping companies to mitigate cargo theft and 

the important role they can play in helping 
recover goods when they are stolen. 

The ABI report recognises that cargo 
thieves are adapting their approach as new 
technologies emerge, highlighting criminals' 
use of cybercrime and jamming technology

The �ndings are published in ABI Research’s 
Goods Asset Tracking Technologies report. 

GLOBAL MARKET FOR CARGO TRACKING 
DEVICES TO BE WORTH $5.6 BILLION BY 2021
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REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR TAPA 
EMEA’S CONFERENCE IN NOORDWIJK

Transported Asset Protection Association

16 & 17 NOVEMBER
CONFERENCE

NOORDWIJK
NETHERLANDS

If you are aware of any events that might be of i 
nterest to TAPA EMEA members, please email  

the details to info@tapaemea.org

Proceeds of freight thefts in Brazil 
help to �nance other activities of 
organised crime gangs
Supply chain crime in Brazil is now  ‘one 
of the principal illicit revenue streams’ of 
organised crime groups, according to a 
media report in South America.

The proceeds of these crimes are also being 
used to fund arms deals and drug tra�cking, 
it says. Some of the country’s biggest crime 
syndicates are now said to rank cargo theft 
alongside their more traditional revenue 
streams of kidnapping, extortion and  
drug-tra�cking.    

According to the report, since 2012 cargo theft 
in major cities such as Sao Paulo and Rio de 
Janeiro has spiralled out of control. The article 
says according to the Brazilian government, 
cargo theft costs businesses over $558 million 
a year. It adds that in Rio, which has seen the 
biggest increase, organised gangs earn some 
$21 million a year by stealing goods from 
supply chains. 

It says that while cargo theft is not as 
pro�table as other activities such as drug 
tra�cking, the thefts of cargoes such as 
pharmaceuticals, cigarettes, food and drink 
and electronics helps to provide the funds to 
�nance other criminal activities.    

WORLD NEWS

Registration is now open for TAPA EMEA’s 
second conference of 2016 in Noordwijk in 
the Netherlands on 16 & 17 November at the 
Grand Hotel Huis ter Duin.

Members are asked to register as soon as 
possible to help with TAPA’s planning for the 
event and to be sure of a place at the 
conference.

 
You can also book your accommodation 
if you register now and obtain the special 
TAPA rate for the Grand Hotel. As always, 
the event promises an agenda packed with 
informative presentations, member case 
studies and topical break-out sessions. 
Members will receive further updates on the 
agenda as the event draws closer but can 
already look forward to an update from Dutch 
law enforcement on the current cargo crime 
environment in the Netherlands, emerging 

trends and their latest initiatives to reduce the 
threat of thefts from supply chains. There will 
also be a special focus on the fast-growing 
threat of cybercrime as well as an update from 
the World Customs Organisation (WCO).

If you wish to donate a prize for the TAPA 
Lottery to support our charity donation, please 
contact Laurence, Shan or Sara via 
info@tapaemea.org

As always at TAPA events, 
we o�er a great opportunity 
for sponsors and exhibitors 
to raise the pro�le of their 
products and services to our 
unique audience of supply 
chain security professionals. 
If you want to �nd out more, please 
contact our conference coordinator 
Claudia Ziegler at 

claudia.ziegler@conzieglio.de

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER NOW!

mailto:info%40tapaemea.org?subject=
mailto:claudia.ziegler%40conzieglio.de?subject=
http://www.tapaemea.org/noordwijk/home.html



